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News from the principal
Mrs. Coburn

We wish everyone in our community a happy and healthy start to 2022. We understand that there

have been many changes to COVID testing and quarantine protocols. We appreciate your patience as

we strive to keep our students and staff healthy and navigate through these transitions.

One of the most exciting aspects of winter for our students is snow. More specifically, the enormous

snowbanks that the plows create on our playgrounds! The students love to spend their recess time

climbing up and sliding down these piles of snow. We allow our students to go outside if it is 16

degrees or warmer, so please make sure you send them to school with snow pants, winter boots, and

gloves so they can partake in the fun!

In the weeks of January 18th-28th, our students in grades 1-6 will be taking the iReady math and

reading assessments. The results will be used to monitor individual student progress and identify

students in need of additional support. Your child’s fall iReady scores were shared during parent

conferences in November. If you would like a copy of your child’s winter results sent home, please

email the classroom teacher. In June, we will send home parent reports showing the progress for the

school year.

As always, we look forward to continuing to work together as a team to provide your child with a

successful and fulfilling educational experience.



News from the Office
Jodi Fairman, Secretary

Hello Littleville families!! I can’t believe that we are at the halfway mark to this school year. I just wanted to

remind families of some important ways to help the school day run a bit smoother:

*Please keep up-to-date information on file at school. This includes phone numbers and email addresses.

*If your child needs to change transportation, it is best if you send in a note with your student in the morning.

If the need arises to change transportation during the day, please call the office before 2:00. The district

does NOT allow students to ride a bus that isn’t assigned to them. If you have any bus questions, reach out to

Deb Burkott at 413-685-1016.

*If your child is going to be absent, please call the attendance line prior to 9 AM. (685-1300 press 3)

* It is always helpful to have your child arrive at school on time. This allows the student to transition into the

school day with their peers and allows them time to eat breakfast if they choose.

* If you need to pick up your child before the end of the regular school day, a note to the teacher in the

morning is helpful. This will allow the teacher to get things organized for the student

before the student leaves.

* Any correspondence that comes to school should include your child’s first and last name,

homeroom teacher, and date.

*Please keep in mind that the office phone does not get answered between 3-3:30 so we

can concentrate on dismissal.

* As always, please reach out if you have any questions or concerns please feel free to contact me at

413-685-1300 or email me at jfairman@grsd.org.

With your support, we can make the school day run smoothly and a positive one!!

Upcoming dates to remember:

February 8: half-day of school for students Dismissal is at 11:40 for grades K-6

Week of February 14: Jump Rope for Heart Fundraiser for grades K-4 - this event will

occur during the student's normal PE or health time. More information will be coming home

at the end of the month through your emails.

Week of February 21-25: No School Winter Break

March 8: half-day of school for students Dismissal is at 11:40 for grades K-6

mailto:jfairman@grsd.org


Kindergarten News
Mrs. Danyow and Mrs. Smith

Hello from Kindergarten!  We are so busy this winter!

Our ELA curriculum is teaching us all about the alphabet, matching letters to their sounds,

hearing sounds in words, and blending sounds to read words. We are learning to recognize

high-frequency words/sight words and orally form sentences.

Speaking of writing, we are fast becoming storytellers and writers as we learn to tell stories

through our drawings and our writing. We are learning all about putting spaces between words

and using uppercase letters to begin sentences, with a punctuation mark at the end so that our

readers can read our work!

We are diving deeper into our read-aloud stories by comparing stories, noticing special things

that authors and illustrators do to make their stories interesting, and learning about different

genres of books like fiction, non-fiction, folktales, etc. We have also explored the writing

concepts of character and setting.

We are excited that we will be receiving our first report card and will take part in

Benchmark testing to see what reading level we are working at. This assessment will help our

teachers to organize appropriate reading instruction and intervention for all of our students.

While students are learning to work independently, teachers are providing reading instruction

in ability-matched groups. This is a very exciting time in Kindergarten as children discover the

magic of reading!

In Math, we are exploring concepts of geometry with 2D shapes, comparing and contrasting

them to notice features like sides, corners/vertices, curves, size, etc. We will be moving into

exploring addition and subtraction in our next unit of study.

We are very fortunate and quite “tech-savvy” in the use of Chromebooks. Our Kindergarten

students are very quick to learn to use these amazing learning tools! Not only do we practice

math and ELA concepts iReady, SplashLearn, and Teach Your Monster to Read, we are also able

to log in to Raz-Kids on our Chromebooks to access leveled reading materials.

We look forward to more learning fun as we enter the second half of our Kindergarten year!

Wishing you a Happy Winter from the Kindergarten Staff and students!

************************************************************************************

Just a reminder that breakfast and lunch are free for all until the end of

this school year.



First Grade News
Ms. Schultz and Ms. Moriarty

Happy New Year!  We are off to a great start to 2022.

Each week we work on a phonics/sound focus that will help students decode words they are reading.

We spent the first half of the year reading words with short vowels and different consonants at the

beginning and end of words. We are now working on long vowel sounds.

In math, we will learn about counting and modeling numbers. We will work on building tens and ones for

two-digit numbers. Also, we will have so much fun exploring the 120 chart (i.e. playing games, finding

patterns, etc.).

In writing, we have been writing Opinion Writing, where we share topics that we have strong feelings

about. We started with our own personal collections and chose which item was our favorite. Then we

gave reasons why it was the best choice. Please ask your first graders about this type of writing.

In Science, we will be learning about animal mothers and their babies. We will work on research

projects about animals. Later we will move into learning about light and sound.

We were awarded a grant to bring a naturalist to our First Grade Classrooms to teach us about

habitats and the change of seasons. Ms. Beltran will come to us 3 times from now until May. We will

have a culminating activity at the end of her visits.

Winter is in full swing and our first graders enjoy playing outside for recess. Please send them to

school prepared to play outside with their winter jackets, boots, snow pants, hats, and gloves/mittens.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
How to contact us:

Dial 685-1300

Press 2 for weather-related information Press 3 to report your child absent or tardy

Press 4 for the nurse Press 5 for the last name lookup

Press 9 to reach the wrap-around program

They are available 7-8:40 and 3:20-5:30

For email: first initial and last name

EX: Jfairman@grsd.org



News from Second Grade
Mrs. Dalton and Mrs. Hyjek

With just shy of 100 days under our belt, Second Grade is rolling right along!

In math, the LearnZillion/ Illustrative Math program introduces students to the exciting world

of Measuring Length and Addition / Subtraction on the Number Line. Common Core requires us to

teach various strategies to encourage deeper thinking of math calculations and problem-solving. This

improves our students' abilities to explain their logic and solve problems. It also lays a good

foundation for higher-level math in future years.

In reading and writing, we are currently reading stories within the theme Around Town:

Neighborhood and Community. It is important for children to be practicing their reading skills daily

at home so that they become fluent readers and truly comprehend what they are reading. Students
are now expected to read for 20-25 minutes each school night and record it on the Reading Log
provided each Monday. The Reading Logs should have parent/guardian initials and be returned to class
on Friday. Note: If there is an assigned reading any particular evening, that may be recorded on the
student log towards their 20-25 minutes.

We continue our handwriting expectations with weekly direct instruction by the OT/PT

teachers. The students have begun to express their opinions on Best and Worst topics. It is quite

interesting to hear how opinionated and convincing the children can be with their reasons.

This year, second grade is excited to be sharing a grant with the 1st and 3rd grades providing

us with a Mass Audubon/Arcadia Wildlife Sanctuary school-based program. Ms. Beltran, from Arcadia

Wildlife Sanctuary in Eastampton, will be making the first of 4 visits to our classrooms at the end of

January. The lessons, about animals and their habitats, will combine classroom instruction and brief

exploration outside. In addition to Life Science, we will explore Matter and its Interactions.

In social studies, we will focus on History Migration, and Cultures. This gives us an opportunity

to revisit our geography of the world. Students will be able to share their family history and customs

that they love or learn through at-home discussions.

Thank you for your continued support from home.



News from Third Grade
Mrs. Bak and Ms. Fisk

The third-grade classes have been very busy this winter.  Here are a few updates on what we have

been doing, and what’s in store for February and March.

We are working on our Winter Benchmark testing. The children will be tested in reading and math.

The English/Language Arts and Math MCAS will be in the Spring.  Students will be practicing

test-taking skills with previous PARCC and MCAS tests in reading, writing, and math.  There will also

be a homework component to reinforce the skills learned in school.

In Writing Workshop, students are researching an Arctic animal and writing a research report.  We

are also practicing writing open response answers to single and multiple texts.

In math, it’s all about addition, subtraction, and

multiplication.  Students need to memorize their addition and multiplication facts in order to be

successful. Writing out their math facts and reciting them helps.  Homemade or store-bought

flashcards are also effective in helping students memorize their facts. Please encourage your child to

continue practicing their addition and multiplication facts as it will be very helpful with multiplication,

division, area, and perimeter.

In science class, students have been enjoying learning about animal traits and heredity. We will begin

learning about weather in the Spring. In social studies class, students have been learning about the

Native Americans and Pilgrims.

Our Plimoth Plantation field trip will happen this spring.  Keep an eye out for notices regarding the

trip. Please remember anyone who plans to chaperone MUST have a CORI check on file with Gateway

Regional and a volunteer handbook filled out for Littleville Elementary.  Please plan ahead as it takes

time for the CORI requests to process.

A few reminders:

*Students have working snack time in the morning. Dry, easily consumable snacks that can be eaten in

5-10 minutes are best.

* We have outside recess every day as long as the temps are suitable. Please make sure your child

comes dressed appropriately to play outside. Also, please be sure to send a change of shoes as the

winter boots are too warm to wear all day inside.

*At home, if your child has any computer time, please have them practice keyboarding skills.



News From Fourth Grade
Grade Four – Mrs. McCaul, Ms. Bates, and Ms. Frietag Winter Newsletter 2022

Fourth grade students have been working hard and doing a lot of learning! We will continue our

hard work as we begin 2022. In math, we have been working hard on our 4th unit. In this unit, we are

learning to represent, compare and order decimals to the hundredths place. We also have been

extending our place value understanding of multi-digit whole numbers up to 1,000,000. Whenever

possible, students should still be studying multiplication facts at home. Math is going to get more

challenging if students do not have these facts memorized. Math MCAS will be happening at the

beginning of May. Students have also been learning many new concepts in science. We have begun

learning about wave properties and in a few weeks, we will be moving on to the earth and the

different processes that shape it. We will be talking about weathering, erosion, and how they help to

create specific landforms. During Social Studies we have been “traveling” throughout the Midwest

region of the United States and we will continue moving across the country to the Southwest and the

Western regions. Students have been improving skills during reading groups and by practicing

different comprehension strategies. During writing, students have been developing persuasive essays.

Fourth grade will take the ELA MCAS at the beginning of April. Please help with your child’s success

by having them read for 25 minutes a night. Lastly, please make sure your child brings a jacket each

and every day during the winter months. A hat and mittens are a good idea as well as we have been

experiencing some very cold temperatures.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Ever wonder how to keep up on upcoming events besides looking in the red folder? Have you misplaced

the information from the red folder? Go to our website. There you will find important information regarding

our school directly, phone numbers, virtual red folder,

upcoming events, as well as much more. Check it out and stay up-to-date!!

Go to www.grsd.org on schools, click Littleville.

http://www.grsd.org


News from Fifth Grade
Mr. Rotenberg and Mrs. Millin

It’s hard to believe but we are already halfway through the school year!  Our fifth graders

have been working hard building on their skills.

In Science, we have been focusing on the interaction among living things and between living

things and their environment.  Lately, we have been paying special attention to what happens when

organisms are added to or removed from an ecosystem and all the cause and effect relationships

that can occur.

In Social Studies we are examining events leading up to the American Revolution starting

with the French and Indian War.  Part of our focus will be examining multiple points of view and

experiences from different people involved in these events.  History is more interesting when we

ook at it through the eyes of real people.  To help us do this we will also be examining primary

sources.  We will continue through the Revolution to the founding and early years of the United

States government before we start moving towards the Civil War.

Both classes are finishing up the year’s first novel study.  Mrs. Millin’s class has just

finished reading The Hero Two Doors Down by Sharon Robinson and is hoping to begin another

novel soon, possibly breaking into small groups reading different books.  Mr. Rotenberg’s class is

close to finishing Riding Freedom by Pam Munoz Ryan.  Both classes have been focusing on

character traits, how characters change over time, inferencing, summarizing, and theme.

Our math classes have been working on multiplying and dividing multi-digit whole numbers.

We are really enjoying the new math program and have noticed our students developing a deeper

understanding of concepts rather than just memorizing steps or formulas.  One area that

continues to be a struggle however is students’ grasp of their math facts.  This is something

that students and parents can and should continue to work on at home.  Expect to see math facts

homework coming home soon.



News from Sixth Grade
Mr. Hough and Mrs. Fisk

Happy New Year from 6th grade!  2022 will be a year of vast change as 6th graders will make

the transition from elementary to middle school. We are working to help bridge the gap and ensure all

are well-prepared for this move. Therefore, we are increasing expectations during the next term. We

encourage all students to read at home daily and practice their math facts if they haven’t mastered

them at this point. Aside from academics, we continue to focus much of our time together on

social-emotional learning, independence, organization, and a growth mindset.

Our new math program, LearnZillion, continues to spark many conversations and observable

enthusiasm from the students.  Many of our lessons are spent solving problems in a variety of ways

and applying the concepts to relatable situations. Students are discovering much about the “hows” and

“whys” of mathematics rather than constant, rote practice. We encourage active participation,

collaboration, and perseverance from all each day!

We are currently exploring the field of Physical Science and have started studying Newton’s

Laws of Motion. Your 6th grader should be able to demonstrate for you a real-world event that can

be applied to these laws. Ask for a demonstration! Soon we'll be asking students to gather up

materials from home to create Rube Goldberg machines to show energy transfers.

In Social Studies, we have left North Africa and have traveled to the Sub-Saharan regions.

Instead of studying each country as a whole class, each student will become an expert on one country

and create a Sub-Saharan country project. All will be conducting research using Culturegrams as a

resource and gathering information to share in a variety of forms.  Students will explore topics such

as government, economy, culture, customs, education, wildlife, climate, and landforms. Reporting as

the expert, each student will present finished projects to their peers.  Ask your child to tell you

something interesting about the country they are researching.

In English Language Arts we continue to explore different themes within our reading program.

We recently completed the theme What Really Happened. Students enjoyed reading and learning

about compelling mysteries that occurred in the past throughout the world. We are currently learning

about ancient civilizations. Within the Discovering Ancient Cultures theme, students have explored

the lives and accomplishments of the Aztecs and the rich history behind the building of China’s Great

Wall. While reading these interesting passages, we have worked on comprehension skills such as

recognizing fact from opinion, identifying cause and effect relationships, and studying hypotheses

and theories that attempt to explain historical mysteries. Sixth grade will continue to focus on

strengthening comprehension skills such as making predictions and inferences as well as building

vocabulary while identifying parts of speech. We will continue to read nonfiction passages to find

compelling evidence and learn how to make effective arguments by citing and explaining evidence in

writing.



Music
Mr. Milligan

Hello gateway Families!  This is Mr. Milligan, the new elementary music teacher in Gateway this year.

I am coming here after teaching for the past 5 years in West Springfield and Ware public schools

and I am so excited to be here!  The band has just finished our Winter concert video, which has

been shared with all the band families.  In music classes, we are moving on from all of our holiday and

winter songs to start thinking about spring.  We’ve got songs and activities planned for Valentine's

day, St. Patrick’s day, and of course the patriotic Memorial Day songs to look forward to.  And of

course, we are all hoping for a spring concert this year.  I will keep you all updated!  In K-4 the kids

are doing a lot of playing games, dancing, and singing.  In 5th and 6th grade, the kids are busily

composing music using Google Songmaker, which has been tons of fun.  I love seeing the original

music the kids are coming up with.  If you’ve got a 5th or 6th grader make sure you ask them to

share some of their music with you!

Art
Ms. Thornton

Hello!

The art room was a very busy place for the first half of the school year and will be for the second

half too!  In grades 2 and up we have learned a lot about ourselves by making many of our own

choices. We have practiced using materials we have used before trying to learn new ways to use

them and improve on skills we already have. We also tried our hands at new materials and techniques

too! We can independently choose materials that will be the best choice for our artwork, and make

choices about how and what to make too. We are using a center-based approach this year and

focusing a lot on individual ideas, creativity, and independence as well as working collaboratively with

classmates.

Now that we are well versed in most of our materials set-up, clean-up, and how they can be

used we are refining our practice to be a bit more focused. Our first focus is on how artists can

tell stories in their artwork. Be on the lookout for the stories we are telling through our art soon!

This is the first year the Kindergarteners and First Graders have been able to access the

art room. What fun we have been having! We have been making a lot of our own choices too but we

are learning a little more directly. Kindergarten and first grade have focused on lines, colors,

mixing colors, and shapes! We can make new colors and combine shapes to make new ones. We have

also been learning about a wide variety of materials and how to use and take care of them. New

materials have been a blast to practice with, experiment with, and learn to use in many different

ways. We even combined some of our new materials and knowledge about the feelings colors can

have to make some unique scratch art where we even made the scratch paper ourselves!

We have a very busy art room and we love to create new things!



Here are some helpful links:

Littleville Homepage

School Calendar

Lunch Menu

Gator Store

Wrap Around Registration

https://www.grsd.org/4/home
https://www.grsd.org/Content2/34
https://www.grsd.org/4/Content2/20598
https://sideline.bsnsports.com/schools/massachusetts/huntington/gateway-high-school
https://www.grsd.org/4/Content2/20716

